OIL INDIA LIMITED
(A Government of India Enterprise)
P.O. Duliajan, PIN: 786602
Dist.: Dibrugarh, Assam
CORRIGENDUM
Amendment No. 1 dated 26.04.2019 to Tender No. SDI0759P19
This Amendment No. 1 dated 26.04.2019 to the Tender No. SDI0759P19 dated
05.03.2019 for ‘Supply of Operation Theatre Light’ is issued to amend the following:
1. To amend the material description for item no. 10 of Annexure-IA of the Tender
as under instead of the existing:
Clause No

Existing Material Description

Amended Material Description

Material
Specification for OT Light
Description
of
Should be an internationally
Item 10
reputed
brand
with
CE
(Annexure certification/USFDA
IA)
* Should be a dual dome with
the combination of more than
equal 200,000 lux (main dome)
+ more than equal 200,000 lux
(satellite dome intensity).

Amended Specification for OT
Light:
Should be an internationally
reputed
brand
with
CE
certification / USFDA
* Should be a dual dome with the
combination of more than equal
1,60,000 lux (main dome) + more
than equal 1,60,000 lux (satellite
dome intensity).

* Each dome should consist of * Each dome should consist of 90
90 LED's or more.
LED's or more.
* Each dome should have white
LED's with advanced Lens
based technology and should be
a glare free light.

* Each dome should have white
LED's with advanced Lens based
technology and should be a glare
free light.

*
Domes
should
be
of *
Domes
should
be
of
aerodynamic design to suit aerodynamic design to suit
laminar air flow operation laminar
air
flow
operation
theatres.
theatres.
* The light beam should be
homogeneous with the depth of
cavity penetration of at least
120 cm for each dome.

* The light beam should be
homogeneous with the depth of
cavity penetration of at least
120cm for each dome.

* Should have high performance * Should have high performance
LED's with at least 50,000 LED's with at least 50,000 hours
hours service life.
of service life.
* Should have a variable colour * should have a variable colour
temperature of 3500K-5000K.
temperature of 3500K-5000K.
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* Field diameter should be * Field diameter should be
adjustable
through
Sterile adjustable
through
Sterile
handle for surgeon convenient.
handle for surgeon convenient.
* Field Diameter should be
adjustable between 18 cm to
30cm for main dome and
satellite dome.

* Field Diameter should be
adjustable between 18 cm to
30cm for main dome and satellite
dome.

* The colour rending index * The colour rending index
should be at least 92 or more.
should be at least 92 or more.
* The power consumption of * The power consumption of each
each light head should be less light head should be less than
than 120W per dome.
120W per dome.
* Both the light heads should
have unrestricted rotation of
360 degree on its own axis and
should allow free movement
even in low rooms with
unrestricted
positioning
options.

* Both the light heads should
have unrestricted rotation of 360
degree on its own axis and
should allow free movement even
in low rooms with unrestricted
positioning options.

* Temperature rise in operating
area should be very less and
produced
heat
should
be
dissipated for absorbed through
a special integrated elements.

* Temperature rise in operating
area should be very less and
produced
heat
should
be
dissipated for absorbed through
a special integrated element.

* Shadow management system * Shadow management system
adjusted through control Panel. adjusted through control Panel.
* Authorisation letter from * Authorisation letter from
concerned party (manufacturer concerned party (manufacturer
/Distributor).
/Distributor).
2. To extend the bid closing date of the Tender No. SDI0759P19 till
09.05.2019.
All other terms and conditions as per the original Tender No. SDI0759P19 shall
remain same. The bidders are requested to refer all amendments along with the
original NIT while quoting.
Sd/(H. Upadhaya)
Sr. Purchase Officer(IP)
For GM- Materials

